Public announcement

TINY BOOKS TO THE RESCUE

In honour of the International Day for the Protection of Children, we are thrilled to offer a special gift to the children of Lithuania: Tiny Books – unique foldable stories printed on a single sheet of A4 paper!
Due to the large number of books we’re presenting, stories have been divided into two groups which you may download by visiting the following links:
I Knygiukų rinkinys (Tiny Book Set 1)
II Knygiukų rinkinys (Tiny Book Set 2)

The ‘Tiny Books to the Rescue’ project has brought together over fifty accomplished Lithuanian writers and illustrators. Working in creative pairs, they’ve produced 37 impressive Tiny Books!

We invite you to download this gift directly to your own computers, print out and fold the stories, and enjoy them together with the entire family! When printing the stories at home, please select the ‘fit to page’ mode and follow these instructions to create your own Tiny Book:
https://vimeo.com/424578300

To create a professionally printed version of our Tiny Book collection, please contact a printing service.

If you’d prefer not to print out our stories, you can still read all of the Tiny Books virtually at:  Knygiukai skaitymui

Because our project seeks to improve the social welfare of our readers, all book artists have offered their creative talents to the project free of charge.

‘We live in a fast age, when children have a hard time concentrating on reading long stories or thick books, so a small format is quite appealing to children. Enjoying one of these stories from start to finish will be easy, even for those who may face challenges in reading. And they all fit right in the palm of your hand. Kids like small things – it’s almost as if they’re made for them. ‘Tiny Books’ are short pieces of literature, no less valuable than any other book, and these have been created by professional artists,’ says Dr. Monika Skerytė-Kazlauskienė, psychologist, founder of the Child Psychology Centre, and developer of the Tiny Book project. ‘The Tiny Books come straight to your home and children take part in their creation – printing, cutting, folding them. There’s a bit of magic in that. This book format is really convenient: there’s no need for binding or glue – all you need to do is to fold, cut, and fold again, and out comes a book.’

Kotryna Zylė, author of books for children and adolescents, a member of the Vaikų žemė team, and one of the creators behind the idea of Tiny Books to the Rescue, hopes that this project will bring children (and their parents) at least a few minutes of peace and quiet. ‘These days, reading aloud to children is an important form of family “therapy”. Whenever our home is filled with the noise of children arguing and nothing seems to calm the opposing sides down, I sit down on the sofa and begin to read aloud. Every time, my little ones will run over and immerse themselves in the illustrations in front of them. And, I’ll admit, this doesn’t just work on them – this method is also very important for me to calm down as well. Once I let myself enjoy the story together with my children, then there’s no need for me to reconcile or discipline them, or give them something to do,” Kotryna says.

Inga Mitunevičiūtė, literary scholar and chairwoman of the Lithuanian section of IBBY thinks that we rarely appreciate that the right to culture (and literature as one of its forms) is a fundamental right for children, enshrined in the Convention on the Rights of the Child. ‘Not only has this right been restricted for most people around the world in recent months, we’ve also learned just how many children don’t have a computer or access to the internet, not to mention books, which are a luxury for many. And, unfortunately, our country is not wealthy enough to buy books for all of its children and citizens. So, receiving even a tiny book – and being able to keep it as your own – is a step toward respecting, appreciating, and ensuring basic rights for our children,’ Mitunevičiūtė believes.

